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Red Machine FC  5 
The Rising Deck  1

Possession: 58 - 42 (60-40) 
Chances: 6 - 3 (1-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Inácio Sanches  Derren Brown

Two previous winners of the LS Premiership 
met at The Cauldron with all the action coming 
in the second half AND after the final whistle 
as tempers flared regarding Rising Decks VIP 
conspiracy accusations once more.

Having made it to half-time at 0-0 there was 
little indication of what was to follow. Decks 
brave attempt at playing three average players 
in defence backfired when Inacio Sanches 
headed in Benny Greats cross just 3 minutes 
into the second half. Two minutes later and the 
champions made it 2-0 Acacio Coutinho found 
space in the box to stab home. 

Five minutes later and Andrew Mayne, under-
pressure put through his own net to make it 
3-0 to Machine and just two minutes after that 
Neill Whyte made it 4-0 to Red Machine in a 
devestating quarter of an hours play.

The Rising Deck did manage to get on the 
scoresheet, Andrew Mayne making amends 
for his earlier error in setting up Donovan 
Rowling to make it 4-1 but this was not the 
end of the scoring. Just 10 minutes from time 
and Sanches crossed for Horace Logan to 
head home a fifth and final goal to complete a 
convincing home victory for the chapions and 
spark cries of resignation from Rising Deck 
manager Ian Mitchell.
 
THE DECK QUIT. RIP 
Legends

It is with huge sadness today that The 
Legendry ‘Rising Deck’ have quit Xpert11 due 
to continued inexplicable result manufacturing 
abnormalities within it’s running.

This culmulated in todays baffling result in 
which ANY SANE person would be simply 
lying if they didn’t question HOW ? after 
reading the facts.

The Deck Manager carefully studied and gave 
up a lot of precious time to 100% out think the 
Red Machine Manager as the Tactics report 
PROVE !

5
The Rising Deck: 

We Quit

Essex Wanderers
Jasper Tete’s
Brace Makes

It Five In Four

More Premiership news inside . . .

theleaguesupreme
This Weeks WAG Is
Kira Eggers - 
Whos Other
Half Is 
She?

Ben Windsor
Celebrates His
Opener As Down
Under And Out KO
Red Machine FC

Rising Deck club officials speak out in VIP protest

Week Four Saw The League Errupt Once More But This Time With Cries Of VIP Conspiracy Once More
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1.) The ONLY DIFFERENCES are that the 
Deck Manager CORRECTLY guessed the 
oppositions formation.

2.) Deck chose the ‘cheat’ tactic. With the Ref 
having a skill of only 3 !

P.S. There was also 1,000,000 win bonus from 
the deck.
So if there was ANY tactical advantage it 
COULD ONLY LOGICALLY TO THE DECK.

As the All time standings show there is no 
such ‘gulf’ between the sides as large as 5-1 
!!!!

UTTER FUCKING MANUFACTURED VIP 
FAVOURING BULLSHIT AND WE ARE 
NOT PREPARED TO PARTICIPATE WHEN 
THERE IS CLEARLY NO EQUAL PLAYING 
FIELD !!

The Dark Destroyers (also VIP less !) 
conceded 7 ! We understand and feel your 
plight.

3-5-2 << Formation >> 3-5-2 
Normal << Playing style >> Normal 
Varied << Offence >> Varied 
Tighten the centre << Defence >> Tighten the 
centre 
No << Prepared >> Yes 
Careful << Aggression >> Careful 
No << Long balls >> No 
Yes << Pressure >> Yes 
No << Offside traps >> No 
No << Cheating >> Yes 
Yes << Win bonus >> Yes 
Inácio Sanches << Playmaker >> None 
None << Tightly marked >> Acácio Coutinho 
Neill Whyte << Captain >> Raymond Teller 

We leave with OUR HEADS HELD HIGH 
as we particiapted WITH NO PAID FOR 
ADVANTAGES !!
 ‘THE RISING DECK’
THE HOME OF INTEGRITY, HONESTY & 
MORALS !
RIP

Down Under And 
Still To Concede

Down Under And Out 2
Irish Raiders  0

Possession: 55 - 45 (59-41) 
Chances: 5 - 3 (3-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Olívio Bonilha  Simon Francis

Down Under And Out continue to look 
impressive as they ended Irish Raiders 
unbeaten run and are yet to concede a goal 
in the league in Season 5 of the League 
Supreme.

In a tight match DUAO just edged possession 
and chances and got off the mark when Andy 
Blackmoors long range effort found the target 
after 14 minutes. It was enough for a 1-0 half-
time lead.

In an equally tight second half it was once 
again the home side to grab the all important 
statistic. Naldo Aragones setting up Geoffrey 
Boardman for DUAO’s second and all three 
points. Wookies side stay top, are unbeaten 
and let to concede. Raiders slipped to 3rd.

Luck Runs Out For Irish

The Irish Raiders 12 game unbeaten run 
came crashing to an end at Wookie Hole this 
week. DUAO Manager and stand in league 
magician (in light of Daniels mid life crisis) 
AKA the New Zealand Necromancer left the 
Irish spell bound as his tactical wizardry gave 
DUAO the midfield domination which in turn 
led to a resounding 2-0 home victory. 

The developing DUAO side now look almost 
certain to avoid the drop this season after 
a string of results have left them sitting one 
point clear at the top of the Premiership. 

We caught up with Wookie, as he was packing 
up his spell books, after the game for the 
following comments.

“After their 12 game unbeaten run, I knew 
that to take on the Irish on a level playing 
field would be suicidal for us. I had to slant 
the table in our favour and try and catch them 
unawares. The lads stuck to a well conceived 
game plan and we’ve pocketed another well 
earned 3 points. 

It’s still early days and anything can happen 

but with a 7 point gap 
between us and relegation 
I can now breathe easy for 
a while. 

Park In Seventh 
Heaven

Egloshayle Park FC 7
The Dark Destroyers 2

Possession: 59 - 41 (55-45) 
Chances: 13 - 7 (6-5) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Diddy Hamilton  Anne Robinson

Destroyers brave attempt at Egloshayle 
backfires as Park nail SEVEN past their rivals.

It all started well for the visiting Destroyers 
when Dick Dastardly crossed for Anne 
Robinson to head home in the second minute.  
Theo Walcott put Diddy Hamilton through 
to equalise just 4 minutes later but The 
Destroyers restored their lead just 5 minutes 
before the break. Fred Wests cross was 
converted by Darius Koppe to give the visitors 
a half time 2-1 lead.

Just 3 minutes into the second half and Park 
were back on level terms, Neil Richards 
crossing for Anders Svensson to head home. 
Just 5 minutes later and Egloshayle were 
3-2 up with Harold Shipman putting through 
his own net for the visitors. This spurred the 
home side on and 3 minutes later it was 4. 
Walcott and Hamilton combining again, this 
time from a corner. Just 2 minutes later and 
the game was beyond reach for Destroyers. 
Craig Mitchell crossed for Matt LeTissier to 
head home Parks 5th.

With Destroyers pressing to get back in 
the game they were exposed at the back 
and Svensson made it 6-2 from a Hamilton 
cross. Destroyers misery was complete when 
LeTissier created a chance for Walcott to 
make it an amazing seven just 4 minutes from 
time to complete the rout and Parks biggest 
ever LS win.

Park Embarressed By 
Scoreline

Park boss Mitchell was today slightly 
embaressed by his teams 7-2 victory over 
Dark Destroyers.

“Of course I am happy with it, but we were 
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never 5 goals better than them. Today 
everthing just clicked and they must have had 
an off day. I am pleased with the team and 
having goals coming from across the midfield 
bodes well for the future of the club.” said 
Mitchell.
When asked about the resignation of Rising 
Deck Manager he sympathised “Its his 
business of course, I have enough to deal 
with at the Park when things go wrong, but 
I admit I thought he was made of sterner 
stuff than that. Its now his team needs his 
guidance more than ever. Consistency from 
expereinced players is key when things are 
bad, we have all been there.” said Mitchell.

Gamble Badly Backfires for 
Destroyers

The Dark Destroyers “under-fire” leader 
Chieftan faced the press today having spent 
the last 24 hours in a secret location to avoid 
the circling paparazzi, with his head held 
high. “I take full responsibility” he announced 
following his sides heaviest-ever LS defeat. 
“Last season we lost 4-0 at Park after 
adopting a defensive formation and tactics. 
This season I took the bull by the horns and 
went for the jugular, fielding my strongest 
midfielders and strikers and went very 
offensive with a 3-4-3 line-up. At half time we 
were 2-1 up and it looked like we would be 
rewarded with our attacking philosophy yet 
incredidibly our normally rock-solid defence 
(admittedly weakened slightly by our attacking 
formation) conceded SIX!!! Needless to say 
I will never adopt such an attacking option 
again and will resort back to a good-old boring 
defence-minded very cautious approach in 
future. I would - however - like to thank Mr R. 
Martinez of Wigan for his very wise words of 
advice before the game, but I don’t think I’ll be 
needing his help again for a while!
One consolation for us is that - after three 
away league games in a row - we are back 
on home soil next week and will be looking 
forward to putting right several wrongs when 
we face the free-scoring champions Red 
Machine.

When asked about the “resignation” of fellow 
boss magicmitch he said “It will be very sad to 
see a manger of his talents leave. Hopefully 
he will reconsider in the next few days. The 
press-box in particular would be a much more 
boring place without his comments,”

Salvador El 
Saviour

Temple Town  2
The Perry Men  2

Possession: 55 - 45 (51-49) 
Chances: 4 - 5 (3-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Hank Whitbread  Patrício Salvador

Two goals 4 minutes from time was enough to 
break Temple Town hearts and give The Perry 
Men their second valuable point.

Hank Whitbreads opener in the 19th minute 
after a Terry Cropper corner gave Temple 
Town a great start. The 1-0 lead soon became 
2-0 when Mickey Walsh created an opening 
for Alfred Tyacks long range effort to take 
Town into a half-time lead.

Temple Town looked to be coasting for 3 
points but The Perrymen had not given up. 
Just 4 minutes from time Goncalo Florindo 
set-up Patricio Salvadors long range effort 
which set up the grand finale. Just 2 minutes 
later and Salvador repeated his admirable 
effort, same player, same range, same 
outcome. The game ended 2-2, a result which 
will help neither side.

Dismal display by 
Temple Town

Two up at half time, then the team went to 
sleep and allowed The gay Perry men from 
shite hart lane back into the match and gifted 
them two easy goals.
The temple town manager had very few words 
to say after the game except, swear words 
and gestures towards the changing room.

He was disappointed to hear though that 
Rising Deck, the only southerner with balls 
was requesting to resign following their poor 
start. But TT face them next week and surely 
that will show a turn of form for rising deck? 
As you can’t get much worse than TT at the 
moment.

Dismal Display by Temple 
Tossers

The Perry Men showed true Southern grit as 
they fought back from 2-0 down against the 
illiterate Northern homosexuals Temple Town 
to take a point and double their points tally for 
the season, McFletch stated, ‘We’ve had a 
truly awful run of games but one plus is that 
on the road we haven’t lost to either of the 
Northern gob-shites’
 

Essex Jasper Tete makes it 5 goals in 4 to push Essex into second place
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Wellington Wanderers 1
Essex Wanderers 2

Possession: 51 - 49 (56-44) 
Chances: 5 - 3 (2-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Ruben Benavent  Jasper Tete

Goal-machine Jasper Tetes brace was enough 
to pile more misery on Wellington Wanderers 
who lay at the foot of the league.

Wellington cant seem to buy a win at the 
moment and got off to the worse possible start 
when Jasper Tete slotted home the opener in 
the first minute after good work form Morris 
Swan, it was Tetes 4th of the season.

Wellington had the better of possession 
and chances and were rewarded when Bert 
Hallam put Philip Plummer through to strike 
from distance for the equaliser 20 minutes 
from time.

Once again, with the game heading for a draw 
it was Tete who popped up with his 5th in 4 
games scoring directly from a free-kick. The 
goal snatched all 3 points and keeps Essex 
close on Westcountry’s heels at the top.

Kelsey Keeps 
Wanderers Top 

Westcountry Wanderers 1
Hell Hounds  1

Possession: 60 - 40 (58-42) 
Chances: 5 - 4 (2-0) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Gaspar Aguado  Patrick Koob

A late equaliser 4 minutes from time was 
enough to keep Westcountry Wanderers top.

The home side started the game well, had the 
majority of possession and managed to keep 
Hell Hounds at arms length, not allowing them 
a single effort on-goal.

The second half was a little more open with 
both sides looking for a break through. Good 
work from Agron Behari set Edgar Meadows 
free to slot home after 73 minutes for the 
visitors. The home side, however, were worthy 
of their equaliser and with the minutes fading 
it was Gaspar Aguados cross that allowed 
Kelsey Ballis to head home the equaliser. The 
result keeps Wanderers top with Hell Hounds 
three points behind.
 

Sexual Ealing 
Caught Cold

Sexual Ealing FC  0
Super Blues  1

Possession: 43 - 57 (49-51) 
Chances: 2 - 3 (1-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
George Harrison  Lester Tabbart 
 
Super Blues managed to leap-frog over 
Sexual Ealing FC after catching them cold.

A goal merely one minute in from a set piece 
free-kick proved to be enough for Super 
Blues. Lloyd Graysons pinpointed cross was 
knocked home by Martin Reuser.

In an extremely tight match it proved to be 
enough as the Super Blues kept their high 
spending hosts at bay and held on for all three 
points.

Record Broken

Reuser marked a fine performance for the 
Super Blues with the quickest goal in the 
teams history. In another tight game as 

expected, Resusers beauty 
took all three points, the only 
down point the injury to new 
signing to Burtenshaw.
 

Trent Pay The 
Penalty 

FC Wazzy  2
Down By The Trent 0

Possession: 58 - 42 (60-40) 
Chances: 6 - 2 (4-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Benedict Bayley  Mikey Grainger 
 
FC Wazzy are now slowly stringing results 
together and leap-frog over Phil Jorys men 
following a professional home victory.

Randall Blackburns header from a Toby Bent 
cross after 19 minutes play got Wazzy off 
to a good start in a first half in which they 
dominated. Just 3 minutes later and FC 
Wazzy made it 2-0. Ethan Page converting a 
22nd minute penalty.

FC Wazzy continued to boss proceedings in 
the second half but could not muster a 3rd. 
But then again, DBTT could not muster a 
come back and the game ended 2-0 to FC 
Wazzy.

Merely Punctured

After a second consecutive reverse many 
will be arguing that the wheels have fallen 
off by the Trent however manager Jory was 
far from downhearted commenting “they are 
only punctured, we’ll be back stronger than 
ever, now where’s my credit card for that VIP 
transaction......................

Reality check!

back to winning ways for the Wazzy and a 
reminder to DBTT who the REAL big boys 
are in this division (and that’s not just cock 
size). Start working those shoulders Jory as I 
foresee them doing a lot of work over the rest 
of the season!!!
 

LS Division 1 reports and reaction

Tete Makes It 
Five In Four
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Farewell Daniels ...
...and good riddance there’s a 
new magician in town and he 
goes by the name of Wookie. 

Where some managers will give up at the first 
signs of problems, others are made of sterner 
stuff and although there team is not what it 
once was they are prepared to put the hours 
in and come out with a winning formula again 
– these later Managers, the ones who refrain 
from moaning when things don’t go their way, 
the ones that understand that the game is 
made up of more than just its constituent parts, 
the ones who truly have the largest cocks... 
are invariably Northern Managers.

Resignation Not 
Accepted . . . 
Today

The League Admin will not accept 
resignation from ANY manager 
the day of a result. Emotions run 
high and if Rising Deck want to 

resign I can not stop them, but it must be after 
the dust has settled on a disappointing result. 
I admire Down By The Trents attitude. His 
team last season were languishing at the foot 
of the entire league but there were no cries of 
resignation or sackings and this season they 
started superbly.

Mid-Life Crisis at 
the Deck???

Responding to Magic’s press 
conference, following The 
Rising Decks defeat to an in-
form Machine, who has scored 

a total of NINE goals in two consecutive 
league games. A jubilant Couch reacted 
philosophically.

“A time comes in a mans life when he hits the 
BIG 40 (as Magic did on Tuesday - Happy 
Birthday by the way!). When all that we hear, 
from what is known as the mouth is all dribble.”

“It is clear that CHEATING DOES NOT 
PREVAIL, as cheating was one tactic Magic 
highlighted he had chosen over me. In addition 
to that, money, all should I say bribes, does 
not warrant success, after he offered a win 
bonus of 1,000,000 econ to his players. More 

fool you!”

“And the gulf he speaks about must be 
referring to his small cock. Rumour has it that 
when his manhood acts in sexual intercourse, 
it has been compared to a wizards sleeve - 
hardly touching the sides.”

“Not to mention that The Rising Deck are a 
ONE-MAN team, in the case of Robert Houdin, 
who was injured for the Deck’s visit to the 
Cauldron! In this elite league, you can’t put all 
your eggs in one basket.”

“Over to you Magic for a reply.”

:)

Its Now A Crucial 
Time

Park came through their second 
leg cup match at Rising Deck 
unscathed and through to the 
Semi-Finals.

“I had to rest our big names but still picked 
a side I thought would win. We didnt, but we 
did enough over both legs to progress and we 
managed to get some crucial experience to 
some young fringe players.” said Mitchell.

“We now enter a crucial stage of the season. 
We play the top three, home and away in 
six successive weeks, the implications are 
massive and it will be how we perform over 
all six fixtures that will define our season. If 
we manage 10 points I would be happy. Who 
will win the league is anyones guess.” said 
Mitchell.

“Next its DUAO. I have much respect for them 
and although they are talking about avoiding 
relegation, I KNOW Wookie will be having 
league winning thoughts. Red Machine had 
2 penalty misses against them but managed 
ONE goal in the 88th minute. Thats is ALL 
DUAO have conceded. I would have gladly 
swapped a couple of my seven last week 
for one or two on Thursday but we’ll see.” 
concluded Mitchell.

When asked as to the health and whereabouts 
of Rising Deck manager he replied. “ I have 
not seen him, I was seriously concerned 
about his health and cries of ‘Conspiracy 
Theory’ recently. I hope the facts that both Red 
Machine and Rising Deck themselves have 
both won the league without VIP status puts ot 

rest this VIP nonsense. Its 
ludicrous. I hope he’s back 
very soon and I wish him all 
the best.”

Thank You.....
........League Admin for your 
admiration of my attitude (get 
away from my arsehole you 
queer!) 

TBH winning is great but I’m innit for the laugh 
(Wazza and your up the Arsenal attitude, I’ll 
show you!!)

So Magic, bring your truncheon back onto the 
scene (I don’t care what size it is) and make a 
splash over these pages!

Park Relishing 
BOTH 
Competitions

Park prepare for their biggest 
test this season, away at leaders 
DUAO and their manager has 
given praise to Thursdays rival.

“Yes, he’s a Northern gobshite, but his team 
are on a roll. Raiders, DUAO and ourselves 
represent the Premiership in the cup and a 
huge congrats must go to Hell Hounds, the 
only Division One side left in the competition. 
And I congratulate you all.” said Mitchell.

“Its the Red Machine supporters I feel sorry 
for. They only seem to look forward to one 
competition, albeit the league is the biggest 
prize it would be the sign of a truly great 
manager to accomplish both. Maybe Machines 
squad isnt as strong as is led to believe.” 
continued Mitchell.

“Unless they are playing us, then I wish 
the managers with BOTH league AND 
cup AMBITIONS all the very best - to lifes 
winners!!” concluded Mitchell.

Cha-Ching
As the DUAO team was being put 
through their paces in preparation 
for the forth coming ménage a 
trois with Egoshale Park, we 

managed to get a rare pre match interview 

Other News This Week
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with DUAO Manager Wookie.

“So Old “Money Bags” Mitchell is coming 
to town again to try and buy another win 
against us. All the outlets in town have put 
up their tourist prices and we are looking 
forward to gleaning a few million off the club 
as they desperately seek to buy some sort 
of respectability from their poor start to the 
season. If we beat him on Thursday he’ll be 
a massive 7 points off the mark and his title 
ambitions will be all but dead and buried. 
We’re ahead of our target for the season, so 
the win is not essential for us, but if he’s going 
to take any points off us I’ll make sure they 
don’t come cheap.

So do I think he’ll be waving his cash around 
on Thursday...what do you think?
I know he won’t settle for the draw.”

Park Dealt 
Defensive Blow

On the eve of their biggest game 
of the season to date, Egloshayle 
have been dealt yet another 
defensive blow.

Lee Bateman was tidying up his bedroom 
today, and picked up his girlfriend’s curling iron 
without realising it was still on. Lee Bateman 
now has some nasty burns on his hand, and 
will be unavailable for a few days while they 
heal.

Although why his hand prevents him from 
playing is a mystery to me. I had already 
picked my team and tactics but will have to 
revisit my plans.

When asked about Wookies 
comments Mitchell replied 
“When a manager second guesses another 
prior to a match by quoting ‘money-bags’ and 
particulary stating that a win is not crucial to 
him and they are already ‘ahead of their target’ 
are the comments of a very worried manager, 
Im flattered” said Mitchell 

Other News This Week

Soccer Wag 
Kira Eggers 
- Thomas 
Gravesen
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Leaders Knock-
Out Champions

The League Supreme Cup - Quarter-Finals 1st Leg

Round-Up

Sexual Ealing FC could not repeat their 
comeback miracles of the previous round 
after going down 2-1 at home to Hell Hounds, 
losing 4-1 on aggregate. Goals from Bill 
Westcroft and Edgar Meadows proved to be 
enough. Hell Hounds are the only side from 
Division One to make the semi-finals and 
must play arch-rivals Irish Raiders.

Raiders disposed of Super Blues 4-1 to 
progress a convincing 8-1 on aggregate. Errol 
Jordan grabbed a brace of goals in the victory.

Raiders

Seems they’re unbeatable? Fair play we went 
out fully offensive considering the massive 
margin from the first leg but conceeding 

another 4 is not a good sign.

That said, I couldn’t give a flying fuck after 
ITFC won their first away game coming from 
behind and having our keeper injured in the 
first half to win!

Plymouth must also be the luckiest team 
going, 4 v 1 down at half time only for the 
game to be abandoned, I bet they beat 
Barnsley in the replay aswell.

Down Under And Out did just enough at home  
to Red Machine after drawing the 1st leg 0-0. 
2-1 proved enough for the league leaders and 
astonishingly Machine missing 2 penalties 
have only themselves to blame. Ben Windsor 
and Daniel Kibble (from the spot) got the 
goals for DUAO and Neill Whyte missing both 
penalties for Machine.

Rise Against the Machine

DUAO progressed to the semi-final of the 
Cup amid a raucous of chants from the home 
supporters at the travelling reds including “you 
couldn’t score in a brothel”. 
In a lack lustre performance by DUAO, they 
somehow managed to scramble to a 2-0 
lead in the first half as they were out thought 
tactically off the pitch and out played by the 
Red Machine on every square inch of the 
field. The difference between the two sides 
was DUAO took their chances whilst the 
Machine squandered 6 of theirs including 2 
penalties.

We caught up with Wookie for his post match 
thoughts.

“It wasn’t a pretty game for us, but with the 
Board still refusing to strengthen the squad, I 
have no choice but to give our youngsters the 
match experience they need. If I’m honest, 
I half expected to go out with the lack of 

Quarter-Final Results

22/11/2009 Hell Hounds 2 - 0 (1 - 0) Sexual Ealing FC
29/11/2009 Sexual Ealing FC 1 - 2 (0 - 2) Hell Hounds
22/11/2009 Red Machine FC 0 - 0 (0 - 0) Down Under And Out
29/11/2009 Down Under And Out 2 - 1 (2 - 0) Red Machine FC
22/11/2009 Irish Raiders 4 - 0 (0 - 0) Super Blues
29/11/2009 Super Blues 1 - 4 (1 - 2) Irish Raiders
22/11/2009 Egloshayle Park FC 4 - 0 (1 - 0) The Rising Deck
29/11/2009 The Rising Deck 3 - 1 (2 - 0) Egloshayle Park FC

Ben Windsor celebrates the opener in DUAO’s 2-1 over Machine
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experience in the team today, but our defence 
was once again heroic – particularly young 
Olivio in goal, who played out of his socks.

Missed Opportunities 
- Literally

Red Machine FC got knocked out of the cup 
at the quarter final stage, with a typical ‘cup 
game’ against LS current leaders DUAO.

The media caught up with Couch at Newquay 
airport, just minutes before he was about 
to board a Ryanair plane destined for 
Amsterdam. The trip was to prove the DUAO 
supporters wrong, who were chanting a hurtful 
“you couldn’t score in a brothel”.

“My managerial tactical nous, again proved 
to be superior, as I out-witted Wookie in the 
way I set my team up for the game. If I was 
told before the game we would create seven 
chances, which included two penalties, I 
would’ve taken that and presumed that we 
could have easily converted at least three of 
those. But how wrong I was.”

“This will be a great test of our bounce-back-
ability, as we travel to the Dark Destroyers on 
Thursday, with all our concentration now on 
retaining the LS title.”

“Oh, I would like to question the LS ADMIN, 
who printed in black and white in the press. 
That The Rising Deck won the League without 
VIP status. I do not believe this to be fact. As I 
am to date the only manager to win LS without 
VIP assistance!!”

“I eagerly wait for a reply.”

.....any luggage sir?

......no, I am only staying for one night, and I 
have accommodation sorted near a red street 
light.

Being 4-0 down in the over-publicised 1st leg 
The Rising Deck did manage to comeback 
against Egloshayle Park (wheres the VIP 
argument now?) beating them 3-1 in the 
second leg. It wasnt enough, however, to 
allow them to progress to the semi-finals. 
Roger Filan scored a brace for the Deck with 
debutant Steve Lloyd scoring for the visitors.

Xpert11

C Pemberton - Hell Hounds
Ben Windsor - Down Under An...
Horace Logan - Red Machine FC
Derren Brown - The Rising Deck
Errol Jordan - Irish Raiders
H Lassen-Kahlke - Red Machine FC
Daniel Kibble - Down Under An...
S Di Cintio - Red Machine FC
Neal Stamford - Red Machine FC
Simon Francis - Irish Raiders
Olívio Bonilha (C) - Down Under An...
   
Manager  - Agarrihy Irish Raiders  

 

The League Supreme Cup - Quarter-Finals 1st Leg

Semi-Final Draw

06/12/2009 Down Under And Out - Egloshayle Park FC
13/12/2009 Egloshayle Park FC - Down Under And Out
06/12/2009 Irish Raiders - Hell Hounds
13/12/2009 Hell Hounds - Irish Raiders

Top Scorers

1 Diddy Hamilton MF Egloshayle Park FC 4
2 Ben Windsor F Down Under And Out 3
 Errol Jordan MF Irish Raiders 3
 Seymour Conden F Irish Raiders 3
5 Bill Westcroft MF Hell Hounds 2
 James Hitman Heywood F WestcountryWanderers 2
 Morris Swan F Essex Wanderers 2
 Roger Gidlöf F Sexual Ealing FC 2
 Jasper Tete F Essex Wanderers 2
 Derrick Sawyer F Down by the Trent 2
 Acácio Coutinho F Red Machine FC 2
 Edgar Meadows F Hell Hounds 2
 Jonatan McGibbon F Hell Hounds 2
 Gerardo Raposo GK Sexual Ealing FC 2

Comedy Corner



Wednesday 2nd December 2009 - Week 4 (Wed 25th - Tue 1st)    

LS Division One Stats

Week 4 Results
Red Machine FC 5 - 1 (0 - 0) The Rising Deck
Down Under And Out 2 - 0 (1 - 0) Irish Raiders
Egloshayle Park FC 7 - 2 (1 - 2) The Dark Destroyers
Temple Town 2 - 2 (2 - 0) The Perry Men
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P Salvador - The Perry Men
Dick Dastardly - The Dark Destr...
Matt LeTissier - Egloshayle Park FC
Diddy Hamilton (C) - Egloshayle Park FC
Anders Svensson - Egloshayle Park FC
Theo Walcott - Egloshayle Park FC
S Di Cintio - Red Machine FC
Neil Richards - Egloshayle Park FC
Chesley Gellar - Down Under And Out
Hank Whitbread - Temple Town
Olívio Bonilha - Down Under And Out
   
Manager - Siharg Temple Town 
             
Top Scorers
1 Diddy Hamilton MF Egloshayle Park FC 3
 Acácio Coutinho F Red Machine FC 3
3 Geoffrey Finch MF Red Machine FC 2
 Justin Bolam F Red Machine FC 2
 Anders Svensson MF Egloshayle Park FC 2
 Patrício Salvador F The Perry Men 2
 Wayne Manger F Down Under And Out 2
 Neill Whyte D Red Machine FC 2

Week 5 Fixtures
The Dark Destroyers - Red Machine FC
The Rising Deck - Temple Town
Down Under And Out - Egloshayle Park FC
Irish Raiders - The Perry Men

One(s) To Watch:
Down Under And Out - Egloshayle Park FC

Egloshayle Park FC can close the gap at the top to a single point 
if results go their way, including this one. Park, not known for their 
exceptional away record scored seven at home to Dark Destroyers last 
week. They will meet a DUAO side who have not conceded a single 
goal in the league so far and who currently lead the Premiership.

LS Prediction: DUAO to concede at last but end up victorious

League Table
Team Pld W D L Diff Pts
Down Under And Out 4 3 1 0 5 10
Red Machine FC 4 3 0 1 7 9
Irish Raiders 4 2 1 1 0 7
Egloshayle Park FC 4 2 0 2 4 6
Temple Town 4 1 2 1 1 5
The Rising Deck 4 1 0 3 -5 3
The Dark Destroyers 4 1 0 3 -7 3
The Perry Men 4 0 2 2 -5 2

Week 4 Results
WestcountryWanderers 1 - 1 (0 - 0) Hell Hounds
Wellington Wanderers 1 - 2 (0 - 1) Essex Wanderers
Sexual Ealing FC 0 - 1 (0 - 1) Super Blues
FC Wazzy 2 - 0 (2 - 0) Down by the Trent
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Morris Swan - Essex Wanderers
Jasper Tete - Essex Wanderers
Z Barkworth - Down by the Trent
Terrence Crooks - FC Wazzy
Gaspar Aguado - WestcountryWand...
Bill Westcroft - Hell Hounds
Benedict Bayley - FC Wazzy
Agron Behari - Hell Hounds
Hayden Bubb - FC Wazzy
Mikey Grainger (C) - Down by the Trent
Patrick Koob - Hell Hounds
   
Manager - Wozboz FC Wazzy 
                  
Top Scorers
1 Jasper Tete F Essex Wanderers 5
2 Randall Blackburn F FC Wazzy 3
3 Bill Westcroft MF Hell Hounds 2
 Harold Sully MF Essex Wanderers 2
 James Hitman Heywood F WestcountryWanderers 2
 Marcos Cañas F Sexual Ealing FC 2
 Edgar Meadows F Hell Hounds 2
 Ethan Page F FC Wazzy 2
 Dermot Haworth F Down by the Trent 2
 Derrick Sawyer F Down by the Trent 2

Week 5 Fixtures
Hell Hounds - Wellington Wanderers
FC Wazzy - WestcountryWanderers
Down by the Trent - Super Blues
Essex Wanderers - Sexual Ealing FC

One To Watch:
FC Wazzy - WestcountryWanderers

Westcountry Wanderers, although top of the table, have stumbled 
recently drawing their last two league games. The travel to an FC 
Wazzy side eager to not only climb the league, but return to the big 
time. Both clubs have the squad to win this division and who will win 
here could top the division going into week 5..

LS Prediction: FC Wazzy to leapfrog over Wanderers with a win.

League Table
Team Pld W D L Diff Pts
WestcountryWanderers 4 2 2 0 2 8
Essex Wanderers 4 2 1 1 4 7
FC Wazzy 4 2 1 1 0 7
Down by the Trent 4 2 0 2 0 6
Super Blues 4 2 0 2 -2 6
Hell Hounds 4 1 2 1 1 5
Sexual Ealing FC 4 1 1 2 -1 4
Wellington Wanderers 4 0 1 3 -4 1

LS Premiership Stats


